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THE FRENCH SOURCES BETWEEN
THE YOUNG KAZANTZAKIS AND NIETZSCHE
Gunnar De Boel
ABSTRACT: Kazantzakis wrote in 1909 a dissertation on Nietzsche’s philosophy, in view of a
career at the University of Athens. He based this dissertation mainly on studies by French
scholars, which provided him not only with most of its content, but also with its very
structure. The description of the meaning of Greece to Nietzsche, for example, and the
references to ancient Greek authors are indebted to these French commentators, rather than
to a direct reading of the primary source. Even more importantly, some of the concepts that
Kazantzakis attributes to Nietzsche, and which play an essential role in his own thinking, up
to the period of his great post-World War II novels, appear to be based on a mistaken
interpretation of Nietzsche by Lichtenberger, according to which man is a particle of the
divine substance, the eternal Will. For the real Nietzsche, the mysteries of sexuality
constitute the only form of eternal life. 
It is generally known that Kazantzakis created a mythology around his
acquaintance with Nietzsche in Paris: the French girl who was so startled by his
resemblance that she showed him a photograph of Nietzsche. In fact, it is
highly likely that Kazantzakis knew about Nietzsche before coming to Paris.1
About the precise nature of his acquaintance with the body of Nietzschean
theory, nothing much was known until recently. At the 2004 Rethymno
conference on Kazantzakis, I was able to demonstrate that Kazantzakis, in his
dissertation ^√ ºÚÂÈ‰ÂÚÖÎÔ˜ ¡›ÙÛÂ âÓ Ù÷É ÊÈÏÔÛÔÊ›÷· ÙÔÜ ‰ÈÎ·›Ô˘ Î·d ÙÉ˜ ÔÏÈ-
ÙÂ›·˜ (1909),2 based himself primarily on the French literature on Nietzsche.3
It has been established beyond any doubt that Kazantzakis read La philosophie
de Nietzsche, first published in 1898,4 Friedrich Nietzsche. Aphorismes et
1 Cf. P. Bien, “Kazantzakis’ Nietzscheanism”, Journal of Modern Literature 2/2 (1972),
pp. 245-266, here p. 249.
2 N. Kazantzakis, ^√ ºÚÂÈ‰ÂÚÖÎÔ˜ ¡›ÙÛÂ âÓ Ù÷É ÊÈÏÔÛÔÊ›÷· ÙÔÜ ‰ÈÎ·›Ô˘ Î·d ÙÉ˜ ÔÏÈÙÂ›·˜
[Friedrich Nietzsche on the philosophy of right and the state], 2nd ed., Athens: Kazantzaki,
1998.
3 Cf. G. De Boel, “√ ∫·˙·ÓÙ˙¿ÎË˜ ‘ÈÛÙﬁ˜ ·Ó·ÁÓÒÛÙË˜’ ÙˆÓ °¿ÏÏˆÓ Û¯ÔÏÈ·ÛÙÒÓ ÙÔ˘
Nietzsche” [Kazantzakis, the “faithful reader” of the French commentators of Nietzsche], in C.
E. Psychogios (ed.), ¡›ÎÔ˜ ∫·˙·ÓÙ˙¿ÎË˜. ∆Ô ¤ÚÁÔ Î·È Ë ÚﬁÛÏË„‹ ÙÔ˘ [Nikos Kazantzakis:
the work and its reception], Heraklion: Centre for Cretan Literature, 2006, pp. 215-228.
4 I will cite this book in its 9th edition: La philosophie de Nietzsche, Paris: Félix Alcan,
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fragments choisis, a collection of aphorisms and fragments first published in
1899, and the article “Le testament philosophique de Nietzsche”, published in
the periodical La Revue de Paris, in 1902, all by Henri Lichtenberger, and that
he read also the books Nietzsche et l’immoralisme, by Alfred Fouillée,
published in Paris in 1902, and En lisant Nietzsche, by Émile Faguet, published
in Paris in 1903.5 None of these works is, however, mentioned in Kazantzakis’
dissertation. 
Henri Lichtenberger was the son of an Alsatian family that emigrated in
1870, after the German victory in Elsasshausen, when the boy was six years old,
to Paris. Later on, from the 1890s, he was a professor of foreign literature in
Nancy. His book on Nietzsche developed out of a course he taught there. He
was the one who made Nietzsche salonfähig in France. Although he felt always
close to Nietzsche’s sister, Elisabeth Förster-Nietzsche, this does not seem to
have stood in the way of his reputation as the best and most objective French
Nietzsche scholar, which he held for decades afterwards.6
Émile Faguet is of an altogether different calibre: his presentation is much
less clear than Lichtenberger’s, he often repeats himself and his style is rather
heavy-handed. Although he has a low opinion of Nietzsche’s originality, he
approves of his theory and will not allow the so-called “destructive part” of his
theory to monopolize all the attention.7 Alfred Fouillée, on the other hand, was
a staunch adversary of Nietzsche’s. Like Faguet, he denies him every originality,
but Fouillée is a typical representative of the French academic philosophers,
who, unlike the philologists, reject altogether this theory which they consider
to be the work of a madman.8 Fouillée undertakes the demolition of the theory
on purely philosophical, methodological grounds.9
These are the authors whose texts were used by Kazantzakis to write his
dissertation, which he planned to submit as a Habilitation for the University of
Athens in 1909. We know that the dissertation was printed in Heraklion, in
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1905. There are some additions in this edition compared to the previous ones, but none is
of any consequence for our purpose. 
5 Both Faguet and Fouillée are often quoted in Palamas’ critical work. I thank the
anonymous reviewer of this article for this valuable comment. 
6 Cf. G. Bianquis, Nietzsche en France. L’influence de Nietzsche sur la pensée française,
Paris: Félix Alcan, 1929, p. 15, and L. Pinto, Les neveux de Zarathoustra, Paris: Seuil, 1995,
p. 53.
7 Cf. Bianquis, Nietzsche en France, p. 28.
8 Ibid., p. 25. 
9 Cf. E. H. Deudon, Nietzsche en France. L’antichristianisme et la critique, 1891-1915,
Washington, DC: University Press of America, 1982, p. 83. 
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April 1909, but beyond that point all trace of its fate at the University of Athens
seems to be lost; we do not even know if it was ever really submitted.10
We do know now that this dissertation bears a huge debt to these French
Nietzsche scholars, in the sense that, apart from much of the content, its very
structure is indebted to Henri Lichtenberger. Now of course it was indelicate
on Kazantzakis’ part to copy large portions of other people’s books without
acknowledging the fact. That he was little more than a student then may be
considered a mitigating circumstance; and we should of course keep in mind
that by nature he was not a scholar, but an author, and a great author at that.
But fundamentally, the reason why I pursue this investigation is double. It is of
course most interesting to discover the sources of Kazantzakis’ knowledge of the
theory of Nietzsche, and of the influence of this theory on his own literary
work. It is also interesting to see before our very eyes the young author coming
to grips with his sources. It is now possible for us to know how Kazantzakis read
these sources, what he liked and what he did not like about them, what he left
out and what he added, how he constructed his own understanding of
Nietzsche, but also how he went about creating his own text, translating and
paraphrasing into this exceptional katharevousa of his. That is why I prepared
a full synoptic version of Kazantzakis’ text and his sources. There is much
material here that awaits further exploitation. 
At the Rethymno conference, I demonstrated how Kazantzakis took from
Lichtenberger the idea of organising his dissertation in a negative and a positive
part, after an introduction on Nietzsche’s personality.11
Kazantzakis found the idea that Nietzsche’s philosophy is, in fact, the
history of his own soul,12 and that it is therefore necessary to study his
personality in order to understand his philosophy, in both Lichtenberger and
Faguet: 
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10 See also P. Stavrou’s “∂ÈÛ·ÁˆÁ‹” [Introduction], in Kazantzakis, ^√ ºÚÂÈ‰ÂÚÖÎÔ˜
¡›ÙÛÂ, pp. 12-13; and Roxane D. Argyropoulos, “∏ ÚﬁÛÏË„Ë ÙˆÓ È‰ÂÒÓ ÙÔ˘ Friederich
Nietzsche” [The reception of Nietzsche’s ideas], ¶ÚÔÛÂÁÁ›ÛÂÈ˜ ÙË˜ ÓÂÔÂÏÏËÓÈÎ‹˜ ÊÈÏÔÛÔÊ›·˜
[Approaches to modern Greek philosophy], Thessaloniki: Vanias, 2004, pp. 238-240.
11 Cf. De Boel, “√ ∫·˙·ÓÙ˙¿ÎË˜”, pp. 223-224.
12 As a matter of fact, this idea was expressed by Nietzsche himself in Jenseits von Gut
und Böse, ¨6. Kazantzakis did nÔt know German when he wrote his dissertation. As in some
cases Kazantzakis was led by his French sources to the French translations of Nietzsche’s
works by Henri Albert, I will quote Nietzsche in French, i.e. in the version that Kazantzakis
would have read (but I will also provide the German originals); only in this way will it be
possible to decide whether Kazantzakis took his Nietzsche quotations from the French
commentators or directly from Nietzsche, albeit in French translation:
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1. ∫·d ùÓÙˆ˜ ì ‰È‰·ÛÎ·Ï›· ÙÔÜ ¡›ÙÛÂ Ôé‰bÓ ôÏÏÔ ·Ú›ÛÙ·Ù·È j ó˜ ì
îÛÙÔÚ›· ì ı˘ÂÏÏÒ‰Ë˜ ÙÉ˜ „˘¯É˜ ·éÙÔÜ, ≥ÙÈ˜ ‰Èa Ì¤ÛÔ˘ ÙÔÛÔ‡ÙˆÓ
Î·Ù·ÈÁ›‰ˆÓ öÙÂÈÓÂ ¿ÓÙÔÙÂ Úe˜ ÙcÓ Á·Ï‹ÓËÓ Î·d Ùe Êá˜.
√≈Ùˆ˜ Âéıf˜ âÍ àÚ¯É˜, ÚdÓ ÂåÛ¤ÏıˆÌÂÓ Âå˜ Ùe Î‡ÚÈÔÓ Ì¤ÚÔ˜ ÙÉ˜
ìÌÂÙ¤Ú·˜ ÌÂÏ¤ÙË˜, àÔÎ·Ï‡ÙÂÙ·È Û·Ê¤ÛÙ·Ù· Î·d àÊ’ë·˘ÙÉ˜ ì àÓ¿-
ÁÎË Óa âÍÂÙ¿ÛˆÌÂÓ ÚÔÂÈÛ·ÁˆÁÈÎá˜ ‰‡Ô ÙÈÓ¿:
·) ∆cÓ ∂¶√Ã∏¡ Î·ı’≥Ó ö˙ËÛÂÓ ï ¡›ÙÛÂ Î·d ≥ÙÈ˜ ÂrÓ·È Î·d ìÌÂÙ¤Ú·
âÔ¯‹.
‚) ∆eÓ Ã∞ƒ∞∫∆∏ƒ∞ Î·d ÙcÓ ∑ø∏¡ ÙÔÜ ¡›ÙÛÂ. [Kazantzakis, p. 4]
2. Nietzsche fait de sa personnalité même le centre de sa philosophie: il
passe sa vie à se chercher et nous communique le résultat de ses
investigations. Sa philosophie est donc avant tout l’histoire de son âme.
C’est donc par l’examen de la personnalité de Nietzsche [...] que nous
commencerons cette étude. [Lichtenberger, La philosophie, p. 4]
These are the very words with which Faguet begins his book:
3. Il arrive souvent, peut-être toujours, qu’en exposant ses idées un
philosophe ne fait qu’analyser son caractère. [Faguet, En lisant, p. 1]
Kazantzakis’ introduction is mainly based on the first, biographic, chapters
of Lichtenberger’s La philosophie de Nietzsche, largely complemented however
by the beginning of Faguet’s En lisant Nietzsche. The two sources diverge
especially in their treatment of the discovery of ancient Greece by the young
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“Je me suis rendu compte peu à peu de ce que fut jusqu’à présent toute grande
philosophie: la confession de son auteur, une sorte de mémoires involontaires et insensibles;
et je me suis aperçu aussi que les intentions morales ou immorales formaient, dans toute
philosophie, le véritable germe vital d’où chaque fois la plante entière est éclose. [...] Au
contraire, chez le philosophe, il n’y a rien d’impersonnel; et particulièrement sa morale
témoigne, d’une façon décisive et absolue, de ce qu’il est, –c’est-à-dire dans quel rapport se
trouvent les instincts les plus intimes de sa nature.” [Jenseits von Gut und Böse, ¨6] 
The original German version is: “Allmählich hat sich mir herausgestellt, was jede grosse
Philosophie bisher war: nämlich das Selbstbekenntnis ihres Urhebers und eine Art
ungewollter und unvermerkter mémoires; insgleichen, dass die moralischen (oder
unmoralischen) Absichten in jeder Philosophie den eigentlichen Lebenskeim ausmachten,
aus dem jedesmal die ganze Pflanze gewachsen ist. [...] Umgekehrt ist an dem Philosophen
ganz und gar nichts Unpersönliches; und insbesondere giebt seine Moral ein entschiedenes
und entscheidendes Zeugniss dafür ab, wer er ist – das heisst, in welcher Rangordnung die
innersten Triebe seiner Natur zu einander gestellt sind.” [Jenseits von Gut und Böse, ¨6]
Kazantzakis’ wording proves that he is translating Lichtenberger (“histoire de son âme”
vs. Nietzsche’s “mémoires”), and that it is therefore through Lichtenberger that he knows this
idea of Nietzsche’s. 
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Nietzsche. It was Faguet’s much more sensational description which appealed
to our young Greek’s mind.13 In this context, some interesting remarks may be
made concerning Kazantzakis’ references to ancient Greece. In the chapter
about religion, ethics and law, he exclaims:
4. ¡ÔÌ›˙ÂÈ ÙÈ˜ ÌÂÏÂÙáÓ ÙcÓ âÓ Ù÷á ı¤Ì·ÙÈ ÙÔ‡Ù÷ˆ  ıÂˆÚ›·Ó ÙÔÜ ¡›ÙÛÂ, ¬ÙÈ
àÎÔ‡ÂÈ ÙeÓ ∫·ÏÏÈÎÏÉ âÓ Ù÷á “°ÔÚÁ›÷·” ÙÔÜ ¶Ï¿ÙˆÓÔ˜, âÎı¤ÙÔÓÙ· Úe˜
ÙeÓ ™ˆÎÚ¿ÙË ÙcÓ ıÂˆÚ›·Ó ·éÙÔÜ ÂÚd ÁÂÓ¤ÛÂˆ˜ Î·d âÍÂÏ›ÍÂˆ˜ ÙÔÜ
¢ÈÎ·›Ô˘. [Kazantzakis, p. 98]
He goes on citing this most telling passage from Plato:
5. √î ÙÈı¤ÌÂÓÔÈ ÙÔf˜ ÓﬁÌÔ˘˜ Ôî àÛıÂÓÂÖ˜ ôÓıÚˆÔ› ÂåÛÈÓ Î·d Ôî ÔÏÏÔ›,
Úe˜ ·éÙÔf˜ ÔyÓ Î·d Ùe ·éÙÔÖ˜ Û˘ÌÊ¤ÚÔÓ ÙÔ‡˜ ÙÂ ÓﬁÌÔ˘˜ Ù›ıÂÓÙ·È Î·d
ÙÔf˜ â·›ÓÔ˘˜ â·ÈÓÔÜÛÈÓ Î·d ÙÔf˜ „ﬁÁÔ˘˜ „¤ÁÔ˘ÛÈÓØ âÎÊÔ‚ÔÜÓÙÂ˜
ÙÔf˜ âÚÚˆÌÂÓÂÛÙ¤ÚÔ˘˜ ÙáÓ àÓıÚÒˆÓ Î·d ‰˘Ó·ÙÔf˜ ùÓÙ·˜ Ï¤ÔÓ
ö¯ÂÈÓ, ¥Ó· Ìc ·éÙáÓ Ï¤ÔÓ ö¯ˆÛÈÓ, Ï¤ÁÔ˘ÛÈÓ, ó˜ ·åÛ¯ÚeÓ Î·d ô‰ÈÎÔÓ Ùe
ÏÂÔÓÂÎÙÂÖÓ, Î·d ÙÔÜÙﬁ âÛÙÈÓ Ùe à‰ÈÎÂÖÓ, Ùe Ï¤ÔÓ ÙáÓ ôÏÏˆÓ ˙ËÙÂÖÓ
ö¯ÂÈÓØ àÁ·áÛÈ ÁaÚ ÔrÌ·È ·éÙÔd iÓ Ùe úÛÔÓ ö¯ˆÛÈÓ Ê·˘ÏﬁÙÂÚÔÈ ùÓÙÂ˜.
[Plato, Gorgias 483b-c; Kazantzakis, p. 98]14
and on the next page he goes on with the continuation of this passage: 
6. ∫·d ù¯È ó˜ ìÌÂÖ˜ Ú¿ÙÙÔÌÂÓ ·Ú·Ï·Ì‚¿ÓÔÓÙÂ˜ ÙÔf˜ Ó¤Ô˘˜ œÛÂÚ Ï¤Ô-
ÓÙ·˜ Î·ÙÂ÷¿‰ÔÓÙ¤˜ ÙÂ Î·d ÁÔËÙÂ‡ÔÓÙÂ˜ Î·Ù·‰Ô˘ÏÔ‡ÌÂı· Ï¤ÁÔÓÙÂ˜ è˜
Ùe úÛÔÓ ¯Úc ö¯ÂÈÓ Î·d ÙÔÜÙﬁ âÛÙÈÓ Ùe Î·ÏeÓ Î·d Ùe ‰›Î·ÈÔÓ. âaÓ ‰¤ ÁÂ
ÔrÌ·È Ê‡ÛÈÓ åÎ·ÓcÓ Á¤ÓËÙ·È ö¯ˆÓ àÓ‹Ú, ¿ÓÙ· Ù·ÜÙ· àÔÛÂÈÛ¿ÌÂÓÔ˜
Î·d ‰È·ÚÚ‹Í·˜ Î·d ‰È·Ê˘ÁÒÓ, Î·Ù··Ù‹Û·˜ Ùa ìÌ¤ÙÂÚ· ÁÚ¿ÌÌ·Ù· Î·d
Ì·ÁÁ·ÓÂ‡Ì·Ù· Î·d â÷ˆ ‰a˜ Î·d ÓﬁÌÔ˘˜ ÙÔf˜ ·Úa Ê‡ÛÈÓ ±·ÓÙ·˜, â·-
Ó·ÛÙa˜ àÓÂÊ¿ÓË ‰ÂÛﬁÙË˜ ìÌ¤ÙÂÚÔ˜ ï ‰ÔÜÏÔ˜, Î·d âÓÙ·Üı· âÍ¤Ï·Ì„ÂÓ
Ùe ÙÉ˜ Ê‡ÛÂˆ˜ ‰›Î·ÈÔÓ. [Plato, Gorgias 484a-b; Kazantzakis, p. 99]15
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13 Cf. De Boel, “√ ∫·˙·ÓÙ˙¿ÎË˜”, p. 225.
14 “The reason, as I conceive, is that the makers of laws are the majority who are weak;
and they make laws and distribute praises and censures with a view to themselves and to their
own interests; and they terrify the stronger sort of men, and those who are able to get the
better of them in order that they may not get the better of them; and they say, that
dishonesty is shameful and unjust; meaning, by the word injustice, the desire of a man to
have more than his neighbours; for knowing their own inferiority, I suspect that they are too
glad of equality.” [transl. B. Jowett]
15 “[...] [not, perhaps, according to that artificial law, which we invent and impose upon
our fellows, of whom we take the best and strongest from their youth upwards,] and tame
them like young lions, – charming them with the sound of the voice, and saying to them,
that with equality they must be content, and that the equal is the honourable and the just.
But if there were a man who had sufficient force, he would shake off and break through, and
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The resemblance with Nietzsche’s theory is indeed striking, but unfortunately,
the discovery of this fine passage is not Kazantzakis’ own merit. Fouillée, the
professional philosopher, had noticed the decidedly Nietzschean ring of Callicles’
words: he quotes in French the second of the passages cited by Kazantzakis,
preceded by the following words, only the perspective of which is changed in
Kazantzakis’ translation: 
7. Platon n’a-t-il pas mis dans la bouche de Calliclès ces paroles connues,
qu’on croirait de Nietzsche lui-même. [Fouillée, Nietzsche, p. 187]
Kazantzakis changes Fouillée’s “one seems to be hearing Nietzsche himself ”
into “one seems to be hearing Callicles”, and he quotes the passage more fully,
to bring out more clearly the link between “the laws” and “the weak” that is so
central to Nietzschean thinking. Now, the continuation of this passage by
Plato, which is cited by neither Fouillée nor Kazantzakis, must nevertheless
have lingered in Kazantzakis’ mind:
8. ‰ÔÎÂÖ ‰¤ ÌÔÈ Î·d ¶›Ó‰·ÚÔ˜ ±ÂÚ âÁg Ï¤Áˆ âÓ‰Â›ÎÓ˘Ûı·È âÓ Ù÷á ÷ôÛÌ·ÙÈ
âÓ ÷z Ï¤ÁÂÈ ¬ÙÈ
ÓﬁÌÔ˜ ï ¿ÓÙˆÓ ‚·ÛÈÏÂf˜
ıÓ·ÙáÓ ‰b Î·d àı·Ó¿ÙˆÓ. [Plato, Gorgias 484b]16
for, when later he picks up, from Fouillée, another ancient Greek reference:
9. De la lutte même, de ce combat qu’Héraclite proclamait le père de
toutes choses [...]. [Fouillée, Nietzche, p. 111]
which in this case stems directly from Nietzsche himself: 
10. Der Krieg ist der Vater aller guten Dinge, der Krieg ist auch der Vater
der guten Prosa! [Fröhliche Wissenschaft, ¨92]
he attributes this saying, not to the rightful author, Heraclitus, duly identified
by Fouillée, but to Pindar:
11. ^√ ﬁÏÂÌÔ˜ ‰Èa ÙeÓ ¡›ÙÛÂ, ¬ˆ˜ Î·d ‰Èa ÙeÓ ¶›Ó‰·ÚÔÓ, ÂrÓ·È “¿ÓÙˆÓ
·Ù‹Ú”, Ùe åÛ¯˘ÚﬁÙ·ÙÔÓ ùÚÁ·ÓÔÓ ÙÉ˜ ÚÔﬁ‰Ô˘ Î·d ÙÉ˜ âÈÏÔÁÉ˜.
[Kazantzakis, p. 111]
Clearly, Kazantzakis still had in mind Plato’s Pindaric “ÓﬁÌÔ˜ ï ¿ÓÙˆÓ ‚·ÛÈÏÂ‡˜”
when he wrote this. But, one might object, Nietzsche himself did not identify the
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escape from all this; he would trample under foot all our formulas and spells and charms,
and all our laws which are against nature: the slave would rise in rebellion and be lord over
us, and the light of natural justice would shine forth.” [transl. B. Jowett]
16 “And this I take to be the sentiment of Pindar, when he says in his poem, that ‘Law
is the king of all, of mortals as well as of immortals’.” [transl. B. Jowett]
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author of the citation, so might not Kazantzakis have taken his reference directly
from Nietzsche, and not from Fouillée? This is highly unlikely, for two reasons. In
the translation of Fröhliche Wissenschaft by Henri Albert, who translated the
whole Nietzsche œuvre into French, this passage is translated as:
12. La guerre est la mère de toutes les bonnes choses, la guerre est aussi la
mère de toute bonne prose! [Fröhliche Wissenschaft, ¨92] 
Henri Albert may have been a good Germanist, but he manifestly was not
a classical scholar, for otherwise he would not have let the grammatical gender
of the French word for “war”, la guerre, overrule the exact wording of the
ancient Greek citation, and thereby make nonsense of it. It will be noticed that
Fouillée, in his own rendering (quotation 13, infra) sticks to Heraclitus’ and
Nietzsche’s wording (le père), but is careful to introduce a grammatically
masculine word, le combat, after the feminine word la lutte. 
Even more convincing is the fact that some forty pages earlier, Kazantzakis
had translated – as always, without acknowledgement – the entire paragraph by
Fouillée:
13. De la lutte même, de ce combat qu’Héraclite proclamait le père de toutes
choses, on fait une simple lutte pour l’existence, alors que les êtres luttent,
en vérité, pour la puissance, pour la supériorité, pour la domination, non
pas pour l’être, pas même pour le mieux-être, mais pour le plus-être, pour
être tout et avons [sic] tout ! Pas plus dans la nature que dans l’humanité
le véritable idéal n’est démocratie, il est aristocratie, il est même
monarchie, il est tyrannie. [Fouillée, Nietzsche, p. 111]
In Kazantzakis’ rendering this becomes:
14. \∂Î ÙÔÜ àÁáÓÔ˜ ÙÔ‡ÙÔ˘ âÍ‹Á·ÁÔÓ ÙeÓ àÁáÓ· ÂÚd ñ¿ÚÍÂˆ˜, âÓ÷á Úﬁ-
ÎÂÈÙ·È ÂÚd àÁáÓÔ˜ âÈÎÚ·Ù‹ÛÂˆ˜ ËÁ¿˙ÔÓÙÔ˜ âÎ ÙÔÜ Ê˘ÛÈÎÔÜ ÓﬁÌÔ˘
ÙÉ˜ àÓÈÛﬁÙËÙÔ˜, ÙÔÜ èıÔÜÓÙÔ˜ ≤Î·ÛÙÔÓ çÚÁ·ÓÈÛÌeÓ Óa ñÂÚ‚÷É ÙeÓ
≤ÙÂÚÔÓ. ^√ àÁgÓ ‰bÓ ÂrÓ·È êÏá˜ á˜ Óa ˙‹Û÷Ë ÙÈ˜, á˜ Óa Ê˘ÙÔ˙÷ˆ ‹Û÷Ë,
àÏÏa á˜ Óa ˙‹Û÷Ë Î·Ï‡ÙÂÚÔÓ, ÂéÚ‡ÙÂÚÔÓ, ÌÂı’¬ÛÔÓ Ùe ‰˘Ó·ÙeÓ ÌÂÁ›-
ÛÙË˜ âÓÙ¿ÛÂˆ˜. ≠√ˆ˜ âÓ Ù÷É Ê‡ÛÂÈ, Ô≈Ùˆ Î·d âÓ Ù÷É ÎÔÈÓˆÓ›÷· ÙáÓ
àÓıÚÒˆÓ, Ùe àÏËıb˜ å‰Âá‰Â˜ ‰bÓ ÂrÓ·È ì ‰ËÌÔÎÚ·Ù›·, àÏÏa ì àÚÈÛÙÔ-
ÎÚ·Ù›·Ø öÙÈ ÏÂﬁÓ: ì ÌÔÓ·Ú¯›· Î·d ì Ù˘Ú·ÓÓ›·. [Kazantzakis, pp. 68-69]
The only thing that Kazantzakis left out of his very literal translation is
precisely this reference to Heraclitus, perhaps because he intended to use it
later. At any rate, these examples prove that his references to ancient Greece are
not his own independent contributions to the discussion, but that they also
stem from his French predecessors. 
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I will now take a closer look at some particular points that have to do with
the way Kazantzakis integrated Nietzschean conceptions in his own world view.
A striking feature in this respect is Kazantzakis’ omission of Nietzsche’s idea of
the eternal return. At the end of his chapter on Nietzsche’s biography,
Kazantzakis translates a paragraph from Lichtenberger, which refers to
Nietzsche’s recovery, in 1882, from the long illness that had made him resign
from his professorship in Basel. Nietzsche writes about this wonderful feeling
of hope, of healing, in the first paragraph of his Fröhliche Wissenschaft, of
1882:17
15. [...] ce qu’il y a d’aventure personnelle dans ce livre. Il semble être écrit
dans le langage d’un vent de dégel: on y trouve de la pétulance, de
l’inquiétude, des contradictions et un temps d’avril, ce qui fait songer
sans cesse au voisinage de l’hiver, tout autant qu’à la victoire sur l’hiver
[...]. “Gai Savoir”: qu’est-ce sinon les saturnales d’un esprit qui a résisté
patiemment à une terrible et longue pression patiemment, sévèrement,
froidement, sans se soumettre, mais sans espoir, –et qui maintenant,
tout à coup, est assailli par l’espoir, par l’espoir de guérison, par l’ivresse
de la guérison? [Fröhliche Wissenschaft, ¨1]
Lichtenberger writes:
16. Il sentait maintenant en lui la joyeuse griserie de la santé reconquise; il
avait l’impression d’un printemps radieux succédant à l’hiver glacial.
[...] Et dans la pensée de Nietzsche s’élève alors une nouvelle vision
d’avenir: son imagination d’artiste enfante la rayonnante figure du
prophète Zarathustra, qui après avoir passé dix ans au désert “à jouir de
sa pensée et de sa solitude”, descend parmi les hommes pour leur
annoncer la religion du “Surhomme” et la doctrine du “Retour éternel”.
[Lichtenberger, La philosophie, p. 95]
Kazantzakis proposes a very close rendering of Lichtenberger’s passage, in
which he combines, just like Lichtenberger, Nietzsche’s preface to Fröhliche
Wissenschaft with the creation of the figure Zarathustra: 
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17 “[...] ob Jemand, ohne etwas Ähnliches erlebt zu haben, dem Erlebnisse dieses Buchs
durch Vorreden näher gebracht werden kann. Es scheint in der Sprache des Thauwinds
geschrieben: es ist Übermuth, Unruhe, Widerspruch, Aprilwetter darin, so dass man
beständig ebenso an die Nähe des Winters als an den Sieg über den Winter gemahnt wird,
der kommt, kommen muss, vielleicht schon gekommen ist ... [...] ‘Fröhliche Wissenschaft’:
das bedeutet die Saturnalien eines Geistes, der einem furchtbaren langen Drucke geduldig
widerstanden hat – geduldig, streng, kalt, ohne sich zu unterwerfen, aber ohne Hoffnung –,
und der jetzt mit Einem Male von der Hoffnung angefallen wird, von der Hoffnung auf
Gesundheit, von der Trunkenheit der Genesung.” [Fröhliche Wissenschaft, ¨1]
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17. ’∏Ûı¿ÓÂÙÔ ÙcÓ ÁÏ˘ÎÂÖ·Ó Ì¤ıËÓ ÙÉ˜ àÓ·ÚÚÒÛÂˆ˜, ·úÛıËÌ¿ ÙÈ ¯·ÚÄ˜ Î·d
âÏ›‰Ô˜ ¬ÌÔÈÔÓ Ù÷÷É àÓÔ›ÍÂÈ, öÂÈÙ· àe Ì·ÎÚÔ¯ÚﬁÓÈÔÓ ¯ÂÈÌáÓ·. ∫·d
ñ„ÔÜÙ·È ÙﬁÙÂ âÓ Ù÷É ÛÎ¤„ÂÈ ÙÔÜ ¡›ÙÛÂ ì àÛÙÚ·Ë‚ﬁÏÔ˜ ÌÔÚÊc ÙÔÜ
∑·Ú·ÙÔ‡ÛÙÚ·, ¬ÛÙÈ˜, àÊÔÜ âd ‰¤Î· öÙË à¤Ï·˘ÛÂ ÙcÓ ÛÎ¤„ÈÓ ·éÙÔÜ
Î·d ÙcÓ ÌﬁÓˆÛÈÓ âÓ Ù÷É âÚ‹Ì÷ˆ , Î·ÙÂ‚·›ÓÂÈ Úe˜ ÙÔf˜ àÓıÚÒÔ˘˜, àÓ·Á-
Á¤ÏÏˆÓ ·éÙÔÖ˜ ÙcÓ ıÚËÛÎÂ›·Ó ÙÔÜ ^ÀÂÚ·ÓıÚÒÔ˘. [Kazantzakis, p. 40]
The striking thing is of course that he cuts off at the mention of the religion
of the Übermensch, thus deleting the doctrine of the eternal return. That this
is not an accidental omission is proved by the fact that nowhere in the
dissertation is any mention made of Nietzsche’s idea of an eternal return.
Probably, he left it out because it was not congenial to himself. It is obvious,
when we read his \∞ÛÎËÙÈÎ‹ [The saviours of God], that world history to his
mind is a linear process, a progress, and that he has no use for circularity.18
His second chapter is called “Nihilism”. It is based on the apocryphal work
Wille zur Macht, which was published posthumously by Nietzsche’s sister, in
1901, i.e. after the first publication of Lichtenberger’s La philosophie de
Nietzsche in 1898. Although there were many re-editions of this work after
1901, Lichtenberger never expanded it to take into account this new book. He
wrote however an extensive review of it in 1902, in the Revue de Paris.
Kazantzakis follows closely, i.e. page per page, this review; usually he sticks to
the text he finds there (and, more generally, in the French commentators), even
when it diverges from Nietzsche’s own text, in the translation by Albert.
Occasionally, however, Kazantzakis’ wording is closer to Albert’s translation of
Wille zur Macht of 1903 than to Lichtenberger’s own rendering: this means that
from time to time Kazantzakis was led by the French commentators to take a
look at the primary source, Nietzsche’s own text, in the French translation by
Albert. In some rare cases, in this way he quotes passages that are not found in
any of the French sources, at least not in the ones I have discovered thus far.
Unfortunately, more often than not these original quotations are from Wille
zur Macht, the unauthorised work with its distortions of Nietzschean thought. 
Now, let’s try and trace one of these passages in Kazantzakis via
Lichtenberger back to what Nietzsche (or at least the editor of Wille zur Macht)
says: 
18.µ·ÛÈ˙ﬁÌÂÓÔ˜ ï ÛËÌÂÚÈÓe˜ ôÓıÚˆÔ˜ âd ÙÔÜ åÛ¯‡ÔÓÙÔ˜ ›Ó·ÎÔ˜,
ÈÛÙÂ‡ÂÈ Âå˜ ÙcÓ ≈·ÚÍÈÓ £ÂÔÜ, Âå˜ ÙcÓ Î·ÙÂ‡ı˘ÓÛÈÓ Úe˜ óÚÈÛÌ¤ÓÔÓ
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18 The eternal return is explicitly an eternal circular movement, cf. Wille zur Macht, ¨476.
It is of course puzzling that in Kazantzakis’ works that are inspired by Buddhist thinking the
situation seems to be reversed, for the notions of linearity and circularity are contradictory. 
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ÛÎÔeÓ ÙÔÜ ÙÂ àÓıÚÒÔ˘ Î·d ÙÔÜ Û‡Ì·ÓÙÔ˜Ø ıÂˆÚÂÖ ë·˘ÙeÓ Î¤ÓÙÚÔÓ
Î·d ≥Úˆ· ÙÚ·ÁÈÎeÓ ÙÉ˜ ˙ˆÉ˜, ÌﬁÚÈÔÓ ÔÏ‡ÙÈÌÔÓ ÙÉ˜ ıÂ›·˜ ñÔÛÙ¿ÛÂˆ˜,
ÌÈÎÚﬁÎÔÛÌÔÓ, ùÓ ÙÈ ÌÂÛ¿˙ÔÓ ÌÂÙ·Íf £ÂÔÜ Î·d ≈ÏË˜. [Kazantzakis, p. 44]
Lichtenberger, in his review article, sums up the causes that lead to nihilism.
Nihilism arises when man finds that there is no God, that life does not have
any meaning and that the universe has no unity in which he plays his part.
Until this discovery, man thought he was a particle of an infinite substance, the
substance of divine unity: 
19. Longtemps l’homme a cru qu’une autorité surnaturelle, surhumaine,
imposait à l’humanité et à l’univers une loi, une fin suprême vers
laquelle ils devaient tendre, et il s’est estimé dans la mesure où il se
sentait le collaborateur de Dieu. [...] Autre cause du nihilisme: notre
besoin de croire que l’univers forme un tout lié dans ses parties, un vaste
organisme, que l’homme tient sa place et joue son rôle dans l’ordre
universel, qu’il est une parcelle de la substance infinie, de la divinité. [...]
Or, nous découvrons un beau jour qu’il n’y pas d’unité dans l’univers,
et que le Devenir n’est pas logique. Et aussitôt nous nous sentons déchus
à nos propres yeux: nous nous méprisons de n’être que nous-mêmes et
non un mode de Dieu. [Lichtenberger, “Le testament”, pp. 782-783] 
Kazantzakis’ text is manifestly a shortened translation of this text.19 But
how does this text relate to its ultimate source, Nietzsche? Lichtenberger
assembles passages that are separated in Wille zur Macht. In ¨3 Nietzsche says: 
20. La question du nihilisme “à quoi bon? ” part de l’usage qui fut courant
jusqu’ici, grâce auquel le but semblait fixé, donné, exigé du dehors
–c’est-à-dire par une quelconque autorité supra-humaine. [Wille zur
Macht, ¨3]20
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19 The only element that is not common with Lichtenberger is “ıÂˆÚÂÖ ë·˘ÙeÓ Î¤ÓÙÚÔÓ
Î·d ≥Úˆ· ÙÚ·ÁÈÎeÓ ÙÉ˜ ˙ˆÉ˜”, which Kazantzakis seems to have taken straight from Wille
zur Macht: “Le signe le plus général des temps modernes: l’homme a perdu, à ses propres
yeux, infiniment de dignité. Il a longtemps été le centre et le héros tragique de l’existence,
en général; puis il s’est efforcé d’affirmer du moins sa parenté avec la portion décisive de
l’existence qui possédait sa valeur par elle-même –comme font tous les métaphysiciens qui
veulent maintenir la dignité de l’homme, avec leur croyance que les valeurs morales sont des
valeurs cardinales.” [Wille zur Macht, ¨4] It may be noticed that in this fragment, the
enigmatic “sa parenté avec la portion décisive de l’existence qui possédait sa valeur par elle-
même” may have been taken by Lichtenberger to mean the same thing as his “parcelle de la
substance infinie, de la divinité”. 
20 “Die Frage des Nihilismus ‘wozu?’ geht von der bisherigen Gewöhnung aus, vermöge
deren das Ziel von Aussen her gestellt, gegeben, gefordert schien – nämlich durch irgend eine
übermenschliche Autorität.” [Wille zur Macht, ¨3]
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We recognise the “goal” and the “superhuman authority” of Lichtenberger’s
version. In ¨5 he elaborates this explanation:
21. [...] l’homme n’apparaît plus comme le collaborateur, et, moins encore,
comme le centre du devenir. [...] Une façon d’unité, une forme
quelconque du “monisme”: et, par suite de cette croyance, l’homme dans
un sentiment de profonde connexion et de profonde dépendance vis-à-
vis d’un tout qui lui est infiniment supérieur, un mode de la divinité ...
[Wille zur Macht, ¨5]21
What is common among Kazantzakis, Lichtenberger and Nietzsche are the
main points: the belief in a goal, fixed by a superhuman authority, the belief
that there is a unity in the universe, of which man is a part, even a collaborator,
which “ùÓ ÙÈ ÌÂÛ¿˙ÔÓ ÌÂÙ·Íf £ÂÔÜ Î·d ≈ÏË˜” may be taken to mean. 
The notion that man used to consider himself as a “mode of the deity” is
common only to Lichtenberger and Nietzsche. On the other hand, the idea that
man is a particle of the divine substance is common only to Kazantzakis and
Lichtenberger: compare “ÌﬁÚÈÔÓ ÔÏ‡ÙÈÌÔÓ ÙÉ˜ ıÂ›·˜ ñÔÛÙ¿ÛÂˆ˜” with “une
parcelle de la substance infinie, de la divinité”. In Wille zur Macht, I found only
one passage that could have led Lichtenberger to use these terms. In this passage,
Nietzsche speaks about rare human beings, like Goethe, who reach the summits
of human joy: 
22. [...] ils sentent sur eux-mêmes une sorte de divinisation du corps et sont
très éloignés de la philosophie ascétique du “Dieu est esprit”: d’où il
ressort clairement que l’ascète est l’homme “mal venu” qui n’approuve
qu’une parcelle de lui-même, et justement cette parcelle qui juge et
condamne et qu’il appelle “Dieu”. [Wille zur Macht, ¨482]22
So, what the ascetic calls God is the tiny particle within himself that judges
and condemns precisely those corporeal joys. Let’s note first that Nietzsche’s
Etwas (“something”) acquires a much greater density in the French translation
parcelle (“a particle”). Furthermore, Nietzsche is rejecting here the dualistic,
gnostic theory of the divine spark within man. But in the way this Nietzsche
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21 “(der Mensch nicht mehr Mitarbeiter, geschweige der Mittelpunkt des Werdens). [...]
Eine Art Einheit, irgend eine Form des ‘Monismus’: und in Folge dieses Glaubens der
Mensch in tiefem Zusammenhangs- und Abhängigkeitsgefühl von einem ihm unendlich
überlegenen Ganzen, ein modus der Gottheit ... [Wille zur Macht, ¨5]
22 “[...] sie empfinden an sich eine Art Vergöttlichung des Leibes und sind am entferntesten
von der Asketen-Philosophie des Satzes ‘Gott ist ein Geist’: wobei sich klar herausstellt, dass der
Asket der ‘missrathene Mensch’ ist, welcher nur ein Etwas an sich, und gerade das richtende
und verurtheilende Etwas, gut heisst – und ‘Gott’ heisst.” [Wille zur Macht, ¨482]
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passage is quoted by Lichtenberger, and ultimately by Kazantzakis, it does not
carry those dualistic overtones (nor the rejection!). In fact, Lichtenberger had
already used the notion of “particle of the divine” in his introduction to his
book of aphorisms, published in 1899, two years before the publication of the
Wille zur Macht. In this book, strangely enough, Lichtenberger ascribes the
conception of man being a particle of the eternal and infinite will to the
positive, Dionysian part of Nietzsche’s teaching, not to the crumbling system
of fictive values that must be smashed:
23. [...] l’homme n’est pas seulement un individu éphémère et borné, il est
aussi une parcelle de la volonté éternelle et infinie, et, en cette qualité,
il est, lui aussi, éternel et indestructible. Or, dans l’état d’extase ou
d’ivresse, l’homme prend conscience de son identité essentielle avec tous
les êtres, de son union avec la nature entière. C’est là ce que Nietzsche
appelle l’illusion dionysienne: par elle, l’homme, en présence du
spectacle terrifiant de la souffrance, de la destruction, de la mort,
échappe au pessimisme, parce qu’il perçoit l’éternité de la volonté sous
le flux perpétuel des phénomènes, et dit à la Vie: “Je te veux, car tu es
la vie éternelle.” [Lichtenberger, Aphorismes, p. IX]
No doubt, Lichtenberger is alluding here to Götzen-Dämmerung, where
Nietzsche speaks about the Dionysian mysteries by which the ancient Greeks
sought to obtain eternal life, which for them meant the eternal return of life by
the mysteries of sexuality:
24. Qu’est-ce que l’Hellène se garantissait par ces mystères? La vie éternelle,
l’éternel retour de la vie; l’avenir promis et sanctifié dans le passé;
l’affirmation triomphante de la vie au-dessus de la mort et du
changement; la vie véritable comme prolongement collectif par la
procréation, par les mystères de la sexualité. [Götzen-Dämmerung, Was
ich den Alten verdanke, ¨4]23
There is no implication here of man being a particle of eternal Will, and I
strongly suspect Lichtenberger of Hineininterpretierung.24 Moreover, this is the
only passage in Nietzsche, as far as I know, where the notion of “eternal life” is
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23 “Was verbürgte sich der Hellene mit diesen Mysterien? Das ewige Leben, die ewige
Wiederkehr des Lebens; die Zukunft in der Vergangenheit verheissen und geweiht; das
triumphirende Ja zum Leben über Tod und Wandel hinaus; das wahre Leben als das
Gesammt-Fortleben durch die Zeugung, durch die Mysterien der Geschlechtlichkeit.”
[Götzen-Dämmerung, Was ich den Alten verdanke, ¨4]
24 Of course, this interpretation of Nietzsche by Lichtenberger made it possible for
Kazantzakis to establish contact between (the way he, following Lichtenberger, understood)
Nietzsche’s theory and Bergson’s. 
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not used to jeer at Christendom.25 But, undoubtedly through Lichtenberger’s
book of aphorisms, which Kazantzakis is sure to have read, the notion of
“eternal life” used with a positive meaning made its way into his dissertation: 
25. ∆e Ó¤ÔÓ ÙÔÜÙÔ å‰·ÓÈÎeÓ ÙÔÜ ¡›ÙÛÂ ÂrÓ·È ·ÓﬁÌÔÈÔÓ Úe˜ å‰·ÓÈÎﬁÓ, ¬ÂÚ,
Î·Ùa ÙeÓ ¡›ÙÛÂ, âÚ·ÁÌ·ÙÔÔÈ‹ıË ñe ÙáÓ ^∂ÏÏ‹ÓˆÓ ÙáÓ ÚÔÛˆ-
ÎÚ·ÙÈÎáÓ ¯ÚﬁÓˆÓ: ì ìÚˆ˚Îc ÙÔ˘Ù¤ÛÙÈÓ àÔ‰Ô¯c ÙÉ˜ ˙ˆÉ˜ ÌÂı\ ¬ÏˆÓ
ÙáÓ ì‰ÔÓáÓ Î·d ÙáÓ ﬁÓˆÓ ÙË˜, ì à·ÈÛÈÔ‰ÔÍ›· ñÔ‰Ô˘ÏÔ˘Ì¤ÓË Ù÷É
·åÛÈÔ‰ÔÍ›÷· Î·d ¯ÚËÛÈÌÂ‡Ô˘Û· ó˜ Î¤ÓÙÚÔÓ Úe˜ ‚·ı˘Ù¤Ú·Ó àﬁÏ·˘ÛÈÓ
ÙÉ˜ ·åˆÓ›·˜ ˙ˆÉ˜. [Kazantzakis, p. 40]
in a passage that is otherwise a paraphrase of Faguet:
26. Nietzsche sent bien qu’il croit à quelque chose et qu’il y a une foi
profonde. Il croit aux Grecs d’avant Socrate. [Faguet, En lisant, p. 154]
[...] il accepte vaillammant le monde avec ses beautés et avec ses
laideurs, avec ses bonheurs et avec ses souffrances, avec ses joies et avec
ses rigueurs. [Faguet, En lisant, pp. 153-154]
[...] un art et une race qui faisaient servir le pessimisme à l’optimisme et
qui [...] rencontraient la vie [...] dans toute sa plénitude [...] [Faguet, En
lisant, pp. 20-21] 
[...] les Grecs, au sein même de leur optimisme, admettent un
pessimisme d’art qui ne sert qu’à stimuler et aiguillonner leur
optimisme fondamental. [Faguet, En lisant, p. 27]
Evidently, Kazantzakis must have liked the notion of a divine particle (or at
least a divine spark) within every human being, for he incorporated it later
within his own philosophical framework, in \∞ÛÎËÙÈÎ‹, where it appears in the
following passage: 
27. ^∏ ÛÙÂÚÓ‹, ì Èe îÂÚc ÌÔÚÊc ÙÉ˜ ıÂˆÚ›·˜ ÂrÓ·È ì Ú¿ÍË. ò√¯È Óa ‚Ï¤-
ÂÈ˜ á˜ Ë‰¿ÂÈ ì Û›ı· àe ÌÈa ÁÂÓÂa ÛÙcÓ ôÏÏË, ·Úa Óa Ë‰Ä˜, Óa
Î·›ÁÂÛ·È Ì·˙› ÙË˜.[\∞ÛÎËÙÈÎ‹, p. 61]
Finally, in The Last Temptation of Christ, Kazantzakis returns to the
opposition between the Dionysian, sexual conception of eternal life, as advocated
by the real Nietzsche, and the spiritual conception of the divine spark within
every human being, that was attributed by Lichtenberger to Nietzsche, and
decides clearly against materialism, i.e. against the real Nietzsche:  
28. –¶á˜ ÌÔÚÂÖ˜, ÂrÂ ï ëÎ·ÙﬁÓÙ·Ú¯Ô˜, Î·d ÌÈÏÄ˜ Ûb ·éÙe Ùe ÛÎ˘ÏÔÏﬁÈ;
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25 Cf. e.g. Also sprach Zarathustra, I: “Von den Predigern des Todes”; Zur Genealogie
der Moral, ¨15; Der Antichrist, ¨15, ¨29.
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^√ \πËÛÔÜ˜ ÎÔÎÎ›ÓÈÛÂ:
– ¢bÓ ÂrÓ·È ÛÎ‡ÏÔÈ, ÂrÂØ ÂrÓ·È „˘¯¤˜, Û›ıÂ˜ ÙÔÜ £ÂÔÜØ ˘ÚÎ·ÁÈa ’Ó·È ï
£Âﬁ˜, ëÎ·ÙﬁÓÙ·Ú¯Â, Î¿ıÂ „˘¯c Î·d Û›ı·, Óa Ùc Û¤‚ÂÛ·È.
– ∂rÌ·È ƒˆÌ·ÖÔ˜, àÈÎÚ›ıËÎÂ ï ƒÔÜÊÔ˜, ƒˆÌ·ÖÔ˜ ÎÈ ï ıÂﬁ˜ ÌÔ˘Ø àÓÔ›-
ÁÂÈ ‰ÚﬁÌÔ˘˜, ¯Ù›˙ÂÈ Î·˙¤ÚÓÂ˜, Ê¤ÚÓÂÈ Ùe ÓÂÚe / ÛÙd˜ ÔÏÈÙÂÖÂ˜, àÚÌ·-
ÙÒÓÂÙ·È ÙeÓ ÚÔÜÓÙ˙Ô Î·d ‚Á·›ÓÂÈ Ûb ﬁÏÂÌÔØ ·éÙe˜ ÌÚÔÛÙa ÎÈ âÌÂÖ˜
›ÛˆØ ÎÈ ì „˘¯c Ôf Ïb˜ Î·d Ùe ÎÔÚÌ› Ì·˜ ÂrÓ·È Û’ âÌÄ˜ ≤Ó·, ÎÈ à¿Óˆ
ÙÔ˘˜ ì ‚Ô‡Ï· ÙÉ˜ ƒÒÌË˜. ∫È ¬Ù·Ó Âı¿ÓÔ˘ÌÂ, Âı·›ÓÔ˘Ó Î·d Ùa ‰˘e
Ì·˙d ÎÈ àÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘Ó Ôî ÁÈÔ› Ì·˜Ø ·éÙe ÁÈa ÌÄ˜ ıa ÂÖ àı·Ó·Û›·. ∫È ·éÙe
Ôf Ï¤˜ ÁÈa ‚·ÛÈÏÂÖÂ˜ ÙáÓ ÔéÚ·ÓáÓ, ÌÄ˜ Ê·›ÓÔ˘ÓÙ·È ·Ú·Ì‡ıÈ·, Î·d Óa
ÌÄ˜ Û˘Ì·ıÄ˜. [^√ ÙÂÏÂ˘Ù·ÖÔ˜ ÂÈÚ·ÛÌe˜ ÙÔÜ ÃÚÈÛÙÔÜ, pp. 395-396]
Did he know that the conception which the centurion expresses here is fully
congruent with Nietzsche’s world view?
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